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Drako’s
Tour

THE FORTRESS
OF CHILLON
A. The moat
Most of the time castles have
a moat around them filled
with water. At Chillon they
didn’t have to dig a moat because
the castle is built on an island!

B. The drawbridge
It doesn’t exist anymore but you
can still see the pulleys that
were used to let it down.
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C. The crenalations
You can see the shape of the
crenalations where the
battlements used to be on the
inner curtain and the keep. They
look like drawings on the walls.

D. The arrow slits
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You could shoot arrows through
these openings of different
shapes.

E. The turret
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This small watch-tower is a
lookout, where you can see far
and wide.

F. The sentry walk
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The sentries did armed guard
duty on these high walkways.
All the sentry walks lead to the
keep.

G. The keep
This is the highest and strongest
tower in the castle. It’s where
you would keep your treasure.
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The constable’s dining room

The Bernese bedroom

The Camera Domini

The latrines

Here is where they are preparing the big feast for
the lord of the castle. His favourite meat is boar!
There’s a dragon hidden in this room. Look hard
and you’ll find him!

The canopy bed looks quite short but that’s because
they used to sleep half-sitting up! Have you found
the secret passage? Where does it go?

In the old days, the red ceiling had little silver
crosses on it and the blue walls showed lots of
animals. Did you recognise the one near the door?

Only the lord of the castle was allowed to sit on
this throne! They didn’t have toilet paper then.
What do you think they used instead?

The secret passage is an escape route from the bedroom. You can go through a door to
a bridge and then get into the keep for safety. You can see it from the window.

It’s a dragon! You can see another one above the fireplace.

There’s a winged dragon carved into the wood of one of the pieces of furniture.
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It’s a mystery, no-one really knows... But maybe you can find some clues in the
drawing! What would you have done?
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LIVING IN THE CASTLE
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The sentry walk
Sentries wore really heavy suits of armour. The
chain-mail weighs more than 17 pounds! Now it’s
your turn to do sentry duty! Go all the way up to
the keep!

Bonivard’s prison
They say that a prisoner called Bonivard used to
pace around the column where he was chained
up. Can you see the marks of his footsteps?

These traces can only be seen by the visitors with the most imagination.
If you can see them, you’re really lucky!

To help you find your way, each drawing has the number of the room where you will find me.

Text : Mercedes Gulin. Translation : Deborah Lockwood. Fondation du Château de Chillon.
Illustrations: Sébastien Guenot, SEBAS, CREATIONS VISUELLES.
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